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One of the basic problems facing language learners is
etermining who did what to whom. For example, given
n active sentence like (1), a learner of English might decide
hat first noun phrases (NP1s) are always mapped onto
gents (seal = the eater) and second noun phrases (NP2s)
re always mapped onto themes (fish = the eaten). However,
his strategy would lead to misinterpretations when the
earner encounters a passive construction like (2).

(1) The seal is quickly eating the fish.
(2) The seal is quickly eaten by the shark.
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rstanding passives in English has been attributed to the syntactic
ency, cue reliability, and/or incremental processing of this con-
the role of these factors, we used the visual-world paradigm to
in Mandarin Chinese where passives are infrequent but signaled
r (BEI). Eye-movements during sentences indicated that these
ental role assignments in adults and 5-year-olds. Actions after
passives were often misinterpreted as actives when markers

ntial noun (‘‘Seal BEI it eat”? The seal is eaten by it). However,
be interpreted correctly when markers appeared before (‘‘It BEI
the seal). The actions and the eye-movements suggest that for
, interpretations of passive are easier when they do not require
assignment.

� 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.

This alternation between actives and passives has long
erved as an important test case for exploring the develop-
ent of the syntax-semantics interface. Prior research has

ound that while young English-speaking children readily
roduce and comprehend actives, they have profound diffi-
ulties with passives (Bever, 1970; Borer & Wexler, 1987;
rooks & Tomasello, 1999; Budwig, 2001; Harris & Flora,
982; Horgan, 1978). This pattern is also observed in
anguages like French (Sinclair, Sinclair, & De Marcellus,
971), German (Mills, 1985), and Hebrew (Berman, 1985).
ritically, it persists throughout the school-aged years
Gordon & Chafetz, 1990; Maratsos, Fox, Becker, & Chalkley,
985; Messenger, Branigan, & McLean, 2012b; Messenger,
ranigan, McLean, & Sorace, 2012a; Stromswold, Eisenband,
orland, & Ratzan, 2002; Sudhalter & Braine, 1985), raising
uestions about the nature of syntactic development and
he possible role of processing constraints during language
cquisition.
In the present paper, we explore these questions by

urning to a useful cross-linguistic test case, passive
entences in Mandarin Chinese. In the remainder of the
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186generate active interpretations for passive sentences (Bever,
1871970; Turner & Rommetveit, 1967). Similarly, cross-linguis-
188tic research has found that 2-year-olds identified the likely
189agent based on the cue that was most informative in their
190language. While learners of English relied on word order
191(NP1 = agent), learners of Italian relied on animacy cues
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Introduction, we will briefly review prior developmental re-
search on passives in English, introduce four accounts
explaining children’s patterns of comprehension, and
discuss reasons why data fromMandarin might be informa-
tive. Finally, we will lay out an experiment that distin-
guishes between these accounts by examining
interpretations of passives using an eye-tracking and act-
out paradigm.

Children’s difficulties with passives and possible explanations

Previous studies have noted several idiosyncrasies in chil-
dren’s performance with passive sentences in English (see
Messenger et al., 2012a for a more detailed summary of this
literature). For example, relative to their active counterparts,
full passives (those that include theby-phrase) are rare in chil-
dren’s speech and do not reliably appear in naturalistic sam-
ples until age four (Budwig, 2001; Harris & Flora, 1982;
Horgan, 1978). This asymmetry also extends to children’s
comprehension. Three- to 5-year-olds are slower and less
accurate at selecting depicted events for passives compared
to actives (Stromswold et al., 2002). Furthermore,when asked
to act-out passive sentences, children will often perform ac-
tive versions instead (Baldie, 1977; Bever, 1970; Brooks &
Tomasello, 1999; Gordon & Chafetz, 1990; Harris & Flora,
1982; Horgan, 1978; Lempert, 1990; Maratsos et al., 1985;
Messenger et al., 2012b; Pinker, Lebeaux, & Frost, 1987; Sud-
halter & Braine, 1985; Turner & Rommetveit, 1967).

Several hypotheses have been suggested for why these
errors occur. These theories often draw on common mech-
anisms and are not mutually exclusive. In fact, the each of
the last two theories can be seen as building upon the one
before. However, in order to make clearer connections be-
tween theories and predictions, we will focus on the core
properties of four prominent accounts.

Syntactic account
Transformational theories of syntax have argued that

passives are derived from initial representations of their ac-
tive counterparts, followed by a movement operation that
raises sentence objects into subject position (Borer & Wex-
ler, 1987, 1992; Chomsky, 1981; Wexler 2005). Borer and
Wexler (1987, 1992) have suggested that knowledge of this
movement operation is absent in children’s early grammar
and does not mature until the early school-aged years (A-
Chain Deficit Hypothesis). This theory provides a straightfor-
ward account for why young children fail to produce pas-
sives in their spontaneous speech. It also explains why
passives are often misconstrued as actives during early
comprehension.

Frequency account
Many have argued that early difficulties with passives

reflect a lack of experience with the construction (Brooks
& Tomasello, 1999; Demuth, 1989; Gordon & Chafetz,
1990; Harris & Flora, 1982). Passives are far less frequent
than actives in children’s input: In a survey of the CHIL-
DES corpora, Stromswold, Eisenband, Norland, and Ratzan

Q

(2002) found that full passives accounted for less than

Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.
0.2% of adult utterances to children (see also calculations
by Maratsos et al., 1985 and Gordon & Chafetz, 1990).
Even within the passive construction, comprehension
has been found to be better for more frequent forms.
Children are more likely to understand get-passives com-
pared to be-passives (Harris & Flora, 1982) and are more
successful with sentences featuring known verbs com-
pared to novel ones (Brooks & Tomasello, 1999; Toma-
sello, Brooks, & Stern, 1998). Finally, cross-linguistic
evidence has revealed greater proficiency in languages
where passives are more frequent, e.g., Inuktitut (Allen
& Crago, 1996), K’iche’ Mayan (Pye & Poz, 1988), and
Sesotho (Demuth, 1989, 1990). For example, Demuth
(1989) found that 2- and 3-year-old speakers of Sesotho,
a Bantu language with productive passivization, produced
three times as many passive sentences as their English-
speaking counterparts.

Cue-based account
Cue-based accounts, like the Bates and MacWhinney’s

Competition Model (1987, 1989) propose that children
determine the meaning of sentence by using linguistic
and non-linguistic cues whose strength depend upon the
degree to which they are associated with a particular inter-
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Gordon & Chafetz, 1990; Maratsos et al., 198
Stromswold et al., 2002). In contrast, passives in English
are associated with less reliable cues, including verb mor-
phology (-en in eaten) and the by-phrase (‘‘by the shark”)
(Li, Bates, & MacWhinney, 1993; Maratsos & Abramovitch,
1975; Stromswold et al., 2002). The -ed/-en suffix is typi-
cally associated with the past tense (‘‘The girl kicked the
ball”) or adjectival states (‘‘The girl was tired”). Similarly,
the by-phrase is often used to mark locations (‘‘I passed by
the mall”) and maker/author relationships (‘‘I read a book
by Tolstoy”). Also in passive constructions, it is often
dropped altogether. Since the package of morphological
cues that mark the English passive are only informative as
a set, the acquisition of these distributed cues might be par-
ticularly difficult for children (Slobin, 1973).

Consequently, the greater reliability of word order com-
pared to morphological cues may lead English-speaking
children to favor the former over the latter during sentence
interpretation. This bias would lead to successful compre-
hension of actives but, it would cause systematic misinter-
pretations for passives. Prior work has found that children
sometimes ignore the verb morphology and by-phrase and
192and other
193lity during

ndarin pas-
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194 language acquisition (MacWhinney, Bates, & Kliegl, 1984;
195 MacWhinney, Pléh, & Bates, 1985).

196 Incremental processing hypothesis
197 Over the past ten years, new accounts of children’s lan-
198 guage processing have emerged (Trueswell & Gleitman,
199 2004) inspired largely by theories on incremental language
200 processing in adults (MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seiden-
201 berg, 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). Like the Compe-
202 tition Model, these theories propose that children use
203 multiple probabilistic constraints to resolve linguistic ambi-
204 guity. However, unlike the Competition Model, they also
205 place a strong emphasis on how constraints unfold over
206 time as the utterance is spoken. Cues that are available
207 early in an utterance may lead a child to commit to an inter-
208 pretation that is inconsistent with other cues that emerge
209 later on.
210 For example, Trueswell, Sekerina, Hill, and Logrip (1999)
211 found that when presented with a garden-path sentence
212 like ‘‘Put the frog on the napkin in the box,” both adults and
213 5-year-olds initially misconstrued the first prepositional
214 phrase (‘‘on the napkin”) as the destination of the verb.
215 However, upon hearing the second prepositional phrase
216 (‘‘in the box”), adults correctly revised their interpretation
217 to be a modifier of the noun (put the frog that’s on the nap-
218 kin). Children, in contrast, never did so. They continued to
219 analyze the first phrase as a destination and produced ac-
220 tions consistent with this misinterpretation (putting a frog
221 on a napkin and then putting it in a box). This tendency to
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252Each of these four approaches provides a prima facie
253adequate explanation for why passives are late to develop
254in English and other similar languages. In order to tease
255apart these theoretical possibilities, we will be exploring
256children’s comprehension of passives in Mandarin Chinese.
257Like English, Mandarin has a default subject-verb-object
258(SVO) word order (Sun & Givon, 1985). Thus, as in English,
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they modify like traditional case markers do. Instead they historically derive
from verbs or prepositions whose function became grammaticalized over
time (Wang, 1970: Li & Thompson, 1981). For this reason, they are
sometimes referred to as coverbs or prepositional particles (Philipp et al.,
2008; Yang et al., 2003).
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old onto an initial misanalysis has been replicated under
variety of conditions (Choi & Trueswell, 2010; Hurewitz,
rown-Schmidt, Thorpe, Gleitman, & Trueswell, 2000;
eighall, 2008) and cross-sectional data suggest that it
radually diminishes during middle childhood (Weighall,
008). This period of development is characterized by sub-
tantial improvements in cognitive control, raising the pos-
ibility this system serves as the basis for revising default
nterpretations (Novick, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill,
005). Additional support comes from recent studies in
dults (January, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Nov-
ck, Hussey, Teubner-Rhodes, Harbison, & Bunting, in press)
nd Broca’s aphasics (Novick, Kan, Trueswell, & Thompson-
chill, 2010), which find parallels in individuals’ perfor-
ance with garden-path sentences and cognitive control

asks (e.g., Stroop, n-back).
Critically, children’s failure to revise syntactic interpre-

ations in the early school-aged years provides a potential
xplanation for why they have difficulties with passive sen-
ences. The greater frequency of actives may lead children
o initially misconstrue NP1s in passive sentences as agents
Bever, 1970; Turner & Rommetveit, 1967). Once children
ave entertained this interpretation, they may be unable
o reanalyze these arguments as themes, even after they
ave heard the relevant linguistic cues (e.g., verb morphol-
gy, by-phrase). On this account children’s difficulties with
assives reflect a propensity to incrementally assign gram-
atical roles to arguments, coupled with a subsequent fail-
re to revise their initial interpretations.
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
e an agent (Philipp, Bornkessel, Bisang, & Swchlesewsky,
008; Yang, Gordon, Hendrick, & Hue, 2003). However, un-
ike English, Mandarin also allows for noun-noun–verb
NNV) constructions that often co-occur with the morpho-
yntactic markers BA and BEI.1 These markers appear be-
ween the two noun phrases and disambiguate the roles of
he adjacent arguments (Li & Thompson, 1976, 1981). In sen-
ences like (3), the object marker BA indicates that NP1 is an
gent (seal) and NP2 is a theme (fish); this construction is of-
en used to describe transitive, resultive events (Li, 1990;
un, 1991). In sentences like (4), the passive marker BEI indi-
ates that NP1 is a theme (seal) and NP2 is an agent (shark);
his construction often emphasizes the topicality of the
heme (Li, 1990; Sun, 1991).

(3) Seal BA fish quickly eat
海豹 把 小鱼 很快就 吃掉了

The seal is quickly eating the fish
(4) Seal BEI shark quickly eat
nt
/1

of gr
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ndarin passives are worth noting.
Two features of Ma
irst, as in English, BEI passive sentences in Mandarin occur
ess frequently than their BA active counterparts (Li et al.,
993; McEnery & Xiao, 2005). In fact, corpus analyses sug-
est that the passive construction is even less frequent in
andarin than in English (McEnery & Xiao, 2005). An anal-
sis of written text from the Lancaster Oslo Bergen Corpus
Johansson, Leech, & Goodluck, 1978) and the Lancaster
orpus of Mandarin Chinese (McEnery, Xiao, & Mo, 2003)
evealed that passives occurred an estimated 1026 times
er 100,000 words in English but only 110 times per
00,000 in Mandarin. While the statistics for spoken lan-
uages are likely to be somewhat different (Gordon & Cha-
, 19
str
90; Maratsos e
iking disparity
t al
be
., 1985; S
tween th
troms
ese la
wold et a
nguages
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suggests
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Seco
nd, while the li
nguistic cues for English passives are

purposes, BEI is used exclusively to

ignal a passive construction in Mandarin. We confirmed

1 We refer to BA and BEI as morphosyntactic markers to distinguish them
rom the case markers typically found in Indo-European languages. While
he two are functionally equivalent, BA and BEI do not bind to the words
darin pas-
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this pattern by searching 20,376 sentences from the
Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin Chinese (McEnery et al.,
2003) and analyzing the 3396 sentences featuring either
BA or BEI. Table 1 confirmed that BA was more frequent
than BEI, accounting for a larger proportion of utterances
containing either marker (62% vs. 38%). Critically, the inter-
pretations associated with the two markers were categori-
cally distinct. When both arguments were included in
NNV constructions, NP1s were always associated with
agents in the presence of BA and themes in the presence
of BEI. Neither marker occurred in the canonical SVO con-
struction. Also since Mandarin is a pro-drop language, the
argument corresponding to the agent was often omitted
(54% of the time for BA, 58% of the time for BEI). Critically,
even in these situations, the two markers continued to be
linked to distinct constructions. For active sentences, the
presence of BA indicated that the argument following the
marker was a theme (e.g., ‘‘BA seal eat”? (it) eats the seal).
For passive sentences, the presence of BEI indicated that the
argument preceding the marker was a theme (e.g., ‘‘seal BEI
eat”? the seal is eaten (by it)).

Current study

The following experiments examine the interpretation of
sentences with BA and BEI in Mandarin-speaking adults and
5-year-olds. This age group is of particular interest since it
lies at the intersection of two relevant literatures: Children
of this age continue to struggle with passives (Gordon &
Chafetz, 1990; Maratsos et al., 1985; Messenger et al.,
2012b; Stromswold et al., 2002; Sudhalter & Braine, 1985)

Table 1
Frequency of constructions in a search of 20,376 sentences from the Lancaste
TH is the theme, MK is the marker, BEI is the passive marker, and BA is the

Total Constructions

All arguments

AG TH Verb TH AG Ve

% of all BA 2118 (62%) 836 (40%) 0 (0%)
% of all BEI 1278 (38%) 0 (0%) 505 (39%)

Fig. 1. An example of a visual-world display featuring a likely agent
(shark), a likely theme (fish), and an expressed noun (seal).
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.
and also fail to revise initial misinterpretations (Choi &
Trueswell, 2010; Hurewitz et al., 2000; Trueswell et al.,
1999; Weighall, 2008). Thus if developmental difficulties
with passives are tied to challenges with syntactic revision,
then manipulations that affect incremental syntactic pars-
ing should have consequences on passive comprehension
in this age group. In the current study, both adults and
children were presented with displays like those in Fig. 1,
featuring three thematically-related objects, e.g., an
expressed item (SEAL), a likely agent (SHARK), a likely
theme (FISH).

Participants’ eye-movements to these objects were
recorded as they heard spoken sentences featuring one of
the two morphosyntactic markers, BA or BEI (see Kamide,
Altmann, and Haywood (2003) and Kamide, Scheepers,
and Altmann (2003) for related work on case marker inter-
pretations in German- and Japanese-speaking adults). In the
Expressed NP1 trials, participants heard sentences like (5).

(5) Expressed NP1: Seal BA (BEI) it quickly eat
海 豹 把 (被) 它 很 快 就 吃 掉 了

The seal is quickly eating it (eaten by
it)

Following the onset of the pronoun (it), looks to the
likely agent or likely theme provide an implicit measure
of the participants’ interpretation of the utterance.2 When
the expressed noun (seal) is followed by BA, this initial
argument must then be the agent of the sentence, making
the pronoun a likely theme. In contrast, when the expressed
noun is followed by BEI, this initial argument is revealed to
be the theme, making the pronoun a likely agent. In the
Pronoun NP1 trials, the positions of the expressed noun and

rpus of Mandarin Chinese (McEnery, Xiao, & Mo, 2003). Notes: AG is the agent,
ject marker.

Dropped argument

SVO MK TH Verb TH Mk Verb Other

0 (0%) 1147 (54%) 0 (0%) 135 (6%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 747 (58%) 26 (3%)
(6) Pronoun NP1: It BA (BEI) seal quickly eat
它 把 (被) 海 豹 很 快 就 吃 掉 了

It is quickly eating the seal (eaten by
the seal)

Here the identity of the pronoun is the opposite of sentence
(5). When the expressed noun is preceded by BA, this sec-
ond argument is now revealed to be the theme of the sen-
tence, making the pronoun a likely agent. Conversely,

2 Unlike in English, the same pronoun in Mandarin (它) is used to refer to
antecedents that are male, female, and inanimate. For simplicity, we
translate this pronoun as it throughout the paper.
ent of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
org/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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hen the expressed noun is preceded by BEI, this second
rgument is revealed to be the agent, making the pronoun
likely theme.
All four accounts of children’s passive comprehension

ake clear prediction for this study. Both syntactic and
requency theories predict that children’s comprehension
f passives in Mandarin should largely mirror their perfor-
ance in English. Since passives in both languages involve
grammatical movement of the object to subject position

Li & Thompson, 1981), a syntactic account predicts that
andarin-speaking children should also have difficulties
ith this construction. Similarly, since passives are less fre-
uent than actives in Mandarin, a frequency-based account
redicts that children should have more difficulties with
he former compared to the latter. Thus according to these
heories, children in the current study should consistently
ucceed with BA but falter with BEI in both the Expressed
P1 and Pronoun NP1 conditions.
In contrast, cue-based accounts like the Bates and
acWhinney’s Competition Model (1987, 1989) argue that

ole assignments occur as a function of the set of cues favor-
ng each role. However, to determine the precise predic-
ions of a theory like this, we would need to consider the
ffects of all possible cues (e.g., the order of the nouns rel-
tive to the verb, animacy, prosody and information struc-
ure). In many cases, it is unclear how a given cue should
e defined or counted. Is it the relative order of the nouns
hat matters or their position with respect to the verb? Is
t the raw frequency of the morphosyntactic marker that
atters or only its frequency is the construction of interest?
hus, there are many alternate possible instantiation of cue
alidity models which would make different predictions.
One way around such disputes is to test adults on all

ossible combinations of the relevant cues and then use
heir interpretive preferences as a way of determine relative
ue strength. Research in the Competition Model frame-
ork has typically argued that relative cue strength in
dults is a good predictor of the order in which cues are ac-
uired by children. Li and colleagues study (1993) provides
ue strength estimates for the relevant constructions in
andarin. They find that given a NNV construction without
arkers, participants showed a bias to interpret NP2 as ‘‘the
oer of an action” roughly 60% of the time. Critically, in the
resence of BEI, this preference increased to around 80% of
he time. The presence of BA also affected interpretation but
t appeared to be a weaker cue than either word order or
EI. Li attributes this to the fact that BA has other homoph-
nous meanings and encodes the combination of definite-
ess and affectedness. Given these data, cue-based
ccounts should predict that children in the present study
ill perform either equally well on BA and BEI (because
A is more frequent but less reliable than BEI) or better
n sentences with BEI (because adult performance suggests
hat it is stronger cue). Critically, cue-based accounts make
o reference to how these markers unfold over the time-
ourse of a spoken utterance or how they interact with
ther aspects of linguistic processing (such as reference
ssignment). Consequently, they predict no differences be-
ween the Expressed NP1 and Pronoun NP1 sentences.

Finally, the Incremental Processing Hypothesis proposes
hat children’s comprehension is heavily influenced by both
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
he need to incrementally interpret utterances as they un-
old and the difficulty of revising initial interpretive com-
itments. Mandarin has a default SVO word order, which

s both more common and preferred in discourse contexts
ike those in the present study (Philipp et al., 2008; Sun &
ivon, 1985; Yang et al., 2003). Consequently, their ability
o use BEI to correctly interpret NP1 as a theme may depend
n whether they need to revise this agent-first bias. This
ould predict differences across the two constructions. In
he Expressed NP1 trials, children may be inclined to inter-
ret the first argument (seal) as the agent but have difficulty
evising this analysis after the onset of BEI. However, in the
ronoun NP1 trials, the first argument (it) is a pronoun. Pre-
ious research suggests that pronouns can facilitate the
nterpretation of complex constructions, since their refer-
nts are already assumed to exist in the discourse (Chafe,
987; Gibson, 1998; Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2001;
arren & Gibson, 2002). In the current study, the pronoun’s
P1 position also introduces a referential ambiguity where
he identity of the argument cannot initially be assigned to
ny referent in the display. Critically, this may prevent chil-
ren from linking the agent role to a particular object, and
hus lead them to postpone role assignment until after
he onset of BEI and the expressed noun. This delay may al-
ow children to infer that NP1 is a theme without having to
evise an agent-first bias and lead to the correct interpreta-
ion of BEI in the Pronoun NP1 trials but not in the Ex-
ressed NP1 trials.
In Experiment 1, we used this procedure to first examine

omprehension in Mandarin-speaking adults. The goals of
his experiment were twofold. First, prior work has demon-
trated that adults efficiently use the presence of case mak-
rs in German and Japanese to generate on-****line
redictions of up-coming grammatical roles (Kamide, Alt-
ann, et al., 2003; Kamide, Scheepers, et al., 2003). We
anted to extend these patterns to a language like Manda-
in. Our study differs from prior adult work in this area (cf.
i et al., 1993) since it adopts a task that requires no meta-
inguistic judgment and measures real-time interpretation
s it unfolds. Second, we also wanted to link these real-time
nterpretations to subsequent performance in an off-line
ct-out task. Since prior research has relied on act-out mea-
ures as a window into children’s interpretations, it was
mportant to establish a pattern of adult-like performance
ith the current materials.

xperiment 1

ethods

articipants
Thirty-four undergraduates at Peking University partici-

ated in this study for course credit. Seventeen participants
ere in the Expressed NP1 condition and 17 participants
ere in the Pronoun NP1 condition. All were native mono-

ingual Mandarin speakers.

rocedure
Participants sat in front of an inclined podium divided

nto four quadrants, each containing a shelf where an object
nt of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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544 could be placed. A camera at the center of the display was
545 focused on participants’ face and recorded the direction of
546 their gaze while they were performing the task. A second
547 camera recorded both their actions and the location of the
548 items in the display. At the beginning of the study, the
549 experimenter took out three objects and told participants
550 that they could use these objects to act out the sentences
551 they heard during the study.
552 Each set of three objects was used for two consecutive
553 trials. This allowed for more sentences to be used during
554 the experiment by reducing the delays associated with
555 introducing and removing objects from the display. The
556 experimenter presented each set by individually labeling
557 the objects as they were placed on the shelf in a pre-speci-
558 fied order. This was followed by the first pre-recorded sen-
559 tence describing an event. The participants were then
560 encouraged to pick up the objects and use them to act-out
561 what was said. Once the participant did this, the trial ended
562 and the objects were returned to their pre-specified
563 locations on the shelf. This was followed by a second
564 pre-recorded sentence describing another event involving
565 the same objects. Once the participants performed this ac-
566 tion, the objects were removed from the display, and the
567 next trial began with a new set of objects.

568 Materials
569 The four critical trial types represented the cells of a
570 2 � 2 design in which the first factor, Morphosyntactic Mar-
571 ker, contrasts the use of the object marker (BA) with the
572 passive marker (BEI). This was varied within subjects. The
573 second factor, NP1 Status, contrasts the use of an expressed
574 noun (e.g., seal) with a pronoun (it) in the subject position.
575
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598

599

600

601

602

603

604not caused by a non-linguistic preference for objects associ-
605ated with expressed items, 60 adults were presented with
606each pair of items and were asked to rate ‘‘how related
607are the meanings of X and Y” on a scale of 1 (not at all re-
608lated) to 7 (very related). Across all sets, ratings indicated
609that expressed items were equally associated with likely
610agents (M = 4.4, SD = 1.4) and likely themes (M = 4.4,
611SD = 1.8) (all p’s > .90).
612For each object set, we constructed a quartet of target
613sentences like (5) and (6). These sentences always men-
614tioned an expressed noun and a pronoun but the two con-
615ditions differed in the order in which these occurred. They
616also featured a morphosyntactic marker between NP1 and
617NP2 but differed in whether it was the object or passive
618marker. An adverb (e.g., quickly) was always embedded be-
619tween NP2 and the verb, creating a period in which the rela-
620tionship between the subject and object could not be
621informed by the verb meaning. During recording, a target
622sentences were spoken by a female actor in slow, clear,
623and consistent manner. Final sound files were selected to
624roughly equate the lengths of two regions: (1) from sen-
625tence onset to the adverb (‘‘Seal BA (BEI) it” vs. ‘‘It BA (BEI)
626seal”) and (2) from the onset of the adverb to the offset of
627the verb (‘‘quickly eat”). No subsequent adjustments were
628made to the audio.
629Four versions of each base item were used to create four
630presentation lists, such that each list contained six items in
631each condition and each base item appeared just once in
632every list. A complete list of the materials for the 12 critical
633items is provided in Appendix A. The critical trials were
634mixed with 36 filler trials. These trials were design to divert
635attention away from the manipulated variables without
636systematically biasing participants to treat NP1 as the agent
637or theme. To do so, we created sentences that recruited
638symmetric predicates (e.g., dance, fight), experience and
639stimulus verbs (e.g., like, scare), and agent/theme intransi-
640tives (e.g., sing, break). These sentences always referred to
641either one or two of the objects in the display. Since each
642object set was used for two consecutive trials (see Proce-
643dure), 12 of these sentences involved the same object as
644those used in the critical sentences, but were presented as
645the second trial in that set. The remaining 24 trials were
646paired together and used 12 additional object sets that were
647designed to be qualitatively equivalent to those in the crit-
648ical sets.

649Coding
650

651

652

653

654

655

656

657
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Pilot testing indicated that children experienced interfer-
ence when sentences alternated between Expressed NP1
and Pronoun NP1 constructions. To lessen this confusion,
we varied this factor between subjects in both children
and adults.

Fig. 1 illustrates that the visual displays for critical trials
featured 3-object sets pairing the expressed item (e.g.,
SEAL) with a likely agent (e.g., SHARK) and a likely theme
(e.g., FISH). Across trials, each object type appeared ran-
domly in each location 33% of the time to ensure that the
role of the object could not be predicted based on the dis-
play arrangement. The size of the items was controlled to
ensure the plausibility of the relationship: Likely agents
were always larger than expressed items, which in turn
were larger than likely themes. Two sets of independent
norming data were obtained to validate these stimuli. First,
to verify that likely agents and likely themes had the pre-
dicted relationship to expressed items, 48 adults were pre-
sented with one pair from each object set (e.g., seal/shark or
seal/fish) and were asked to rate ‘‘how likely will X do some-
thing to Y” on a scale of 1 (not at all likely) to 7 (very likely).
Across all sets, ratings indicated that expressed items were
more likely to act on likely themes (M = 5.8, SD = 1.1) than

likely agents (M = 3.9, SD = 1.6) (t1 = 5.55, p < .001;
t2 = 3.21, p < .01). Expressed items were also more likely
to be acted upon by likely agents (M = 5.1, SD = 1.1) than
likely themes (M = 2.8, SD = 1.5) (t1 = 8.49, p < .001;
t2 = 4.31, p < .01). Second, to ensure that eye-movements
and actions involving likely agents and likely themes were

658

659

660

661

662

663

Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.
Eye movements were coded by trained research assis-
tants using frame-by-frame viewing of the participants’
face on a Sony digital VCR. Research assistants were always
blind to the location of each object and condition of each
trial. Each recorded trial began at the onset of the instruc-
tion and ended with the onset of the corresponding action.
Each change in gaze direction was coded as a look towards
one of the quadrants, at the center, or missing due to looks
away from the display or blinking. These missing frames ac-
counted for 3.7% of coded frames. The remaining looks were
then recoded based on their relation to the final instruction:
(1) Expressed items; (2) Likely agents; (3) Likely themes.
Twenty-five percent of the trials were checked by a second
coder who confirmed the direction of fixation for 94.5% of
ent of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
org/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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oded frames. Any disagreements between the two coders
ere resolved by a third coder. Research assistants also
oded videotapes of the participants’ actions and catego-
ized them based upon responses involving: (1) Expressed
tems and likely agents; (2) Expressed items and likely
hemes; (3) Expressed items only. Approximately 0.6% of
rials were excluded from eye movement and action analy-
es because of experimenter error.

esults

ye-movement data
We conducted an analysis of fixations corresponding to

egions of the target utterance. Table 2 lists the duration
f the four time windows that were analyzed. Given the
hort length of the pronouns and markers, these words
ere grouped into a single region to ensure sufficient
pprotunity to generate eye-movements in response to
he linguistic stimuli. Each period was shifted 200 ms after
he relevant input in the speech stream to account for the
ime it takes to program a saccadic eye-movement (Matin,
hao, & Boff, 1993).

Table 2
Duration of the four time windows in eye-movement analyses.

Length of regions in the instruct

NP1 region NP2 r

Expressed NP1 Seal (700) BEI/B
海 豹 把/被

Pronoun NP1 It BEI/BA (567) Seal (
它 把/被 海 豹

ig. 2. The time-course of adults’ likelihood of looking at the expressed
oun in the Expressed NP1 condition and Pronoun NP1 condition. Notes:
EI is the passive marker and BA is the object marker. Bars indicate
tandard error of the mean.

3 For all analyses, we also constructed models with random slopes.
owever in no case did this result in a significant improvement in model fit
nd were thus excluded from further analyses (see Brown-Schmidt, 2012 for
696oimilar approaches).

Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
For all analyses, the data were analyzed using the lme4
oftware package in R (Bates, 2007). Subjects and items
ere modeled as simultaneous random effects on the inter-
ept only.3 In each case, the final model was selected by first
ncluding all main effects and interactions and then removing
redictors until the fit of the smaller model was not signifi-
antly worse than the fit of the full model (p > .05). First,
e examined looks to the expressed item during each time
indow using a logistic mixed-effects model (see Jaeger,
008 for similar approaches). Fig. 2 illustrates that looks to
he expressed item were greater in the Expressed NP1 condi-
ion compared to the Pronoun NP1 condition following the
nset of NP1. This led to a significant main effect of NP1 sta-

ig. 3. The time-course of adults’ preferences for the likely agent (e.g.
HARK) against the likely theme (e.g. FISH) in the (A) Expressed NP1
ondition and (B) Pronoun NP1 condition. Notes: BEI is the passive marker
nd BA is the object marker. Bars indicate standard error of the mean.
nt of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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tus (z = 3.26, p < .01) with no additional effect of Marker or
interaction between the two (all p’s > .20). This demonstrates
that adults were initially more likely to look at the expressed
item when it was mentioned in the instructions. Subsequent
expressed item looks were no different across conditions in
later time windows (all p’s > .50).

Second, we examined adults’ preference to look at the
likely agent over the likely theme during each time win-
dow. This was calculated by averaging the ratios within
each time window, separately for subjects and items, and
then computing the natural log of this term. Thus, unlike
proportion, these values were not bounded at 0 and 1 (see
Brown-Schmidt, 2012; Ferguson, Scheepers, & Sanford,
2010; Heller, Grodner, & Tanenhaus, 2008 for similar ap-
proaches). Critically, positive values indicated a preference
for the likely agent while negative values indicated a prefer-
ence for the likely theme. All eye-movement data were ana-
lyzed in a series of linear mixed-effects models. Significance
tests for these fixed effects were estimated using a Monte
Carlo Markov Chain procedure (MCMC).

Fig. 3 illustrates participant looks to the likely agent (e.g.
SHARK), plotted as a ratio with looks to likely theme (e.g.
FISH) across regions within the instruction. Following the
onset of NP1, preference for the likely agent did not differ
across conditions, leading to no reliable effects of Marker,
NP1 Status, or interaction between the two (all p’s > .20).
However, following the onset of NP2, there was evidence
of the predicted interaction between Marker and NP1 Status
(t1 = 1.99, p < .05; t2 = 1.61, p < .10) with no additional main
effects (all p’s > .10). However, planned comparisons within
the levels of NP1 Status revealed that likely agent prefer-
ence in the Expressed NP1 condition did not differ following
BA and BEI (t1 = 1.31, p > .15; t2 = 0.27, p > .70). In contrast,
likely agent preference in the Pronoun NP1 condition was
greater following BA compared to BEI (t1 = 2.06, p < .05;
t2 = 2.18, p < .05).

Critically during the adverb region, these predicted dif-
ferences in likely agent preference became robust across
conditions. While there were again no effects of Marker
or NP1 Status (p’s > .70), there was a significant interac-
tion between the two variables (t1 = 2.51, p < .05;
t2 = 2.38, p < .05). Planned comparisons revealed that
likely agent preference in the Expressed NP1 condition
was now significantly greater following BEI compared to
BA (t1 = 1.97, p < .05; t2 = 1.94, p < .05). In the Pronoun
NP1 condition, this pattern appropriately reversed, with
likely agent preference again significantly greater follow-
ing BA compared to BEI (t1 = 1.96, p < .05; t2 = 1.92,
p < .05). This demonstrates that as expected, adults were
more likely to interpret NP1 as a theme if they had heard
BEI rather than BA. Thus, in the Expressed NP1 condition,
they were more likely to assign the agent role to the NP2
pronoun (resulting in more looks to the likely agent).
Conversely, in the Pronoun NP1 condition, they were
more likely to assign the theme role to the NP1 pronoun

(resulting in more looks to the likely theme). The emer- 775

776

777

778

779

780items doing something to likely themes. For the Expressed
gence of these differences prior to the onset of the verb
suggests that adults efficiently use the presence of mor-
phosyntactic markers to make rapid on-line predictions
of grammatical roles.
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
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The same overall patterns continued into the final verb
region. There were again no effects of Marker or NP1 Status
(p’s > .40), but there was a significant interaction between
the two (t1 = 3.41, p<.01; t2 = 2.99, p < .01). Planned com-
parisons again revealed that likely agent preference in the
Expressed NP1 condition was significantly greater following
BEI compared to BA (t1 = 3.05, p < .01; t2 = 3.67, p < .01). In
the Pronoun NP1 condition, this pattern reversed, with
likely agent preference greater following BA compared to
BEI (t1 = 1.95, p < .05; t2 = 1.91, p < .05).

Action data
Fig. 4 illustrates that adult actions fell into three catego-

ries. ‘‘Correct actions” were defined as those which depicted
correct thematic role assignments between expressed items
and inferred referents. For the Expressed NP1-BEI and
Pronoun NP1-BA conditions, this referred to actions
involving likely agents doing something to expressed items.
For the Expressed NP1-BA and Pronoun NP1-BEI conditions,
this referred to actions involving expressed items doing
something to likely themes. ‘‘Reversed actions” were
defined as those which indicated incorrect thematic role
assignments. For the Expressed NP1-BEI and pronoun-BA
conditions, this referred to actions involving expressed

Fig. 4. Adults’ actions in (A) total trials, (B) first-half trials, and (C) second-
half trials. Notes: BEI is the passive marker and BA is the object marker.
ent of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
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781 NP1-BA and Pronoun NP1-BEI conditions, this referred to
782 actions involving likely agents doing something to ex-
783 pressed items. ‘‘Ambiguous actions” were defined as incor-
784 rect actions which involved expressed items but no other
785 object. The likelihood of correct actions was compared to
786 chance, which was set conservatively at 50% since adults al-
787 most always used two objects in their enactments. This
788 analysis confirmed that adults generated accurate actions
789 across all conditions. Correct performance in the Expressed
790 NP1 condition was above chance following BA (t1 = 22.15,
791 p < .001; t2 = 4.55, p < .001) and BEI (t1 = 5.14, p < .001;
792 t2 = 5.36, p < .001). Similarly, performance in the Pronoun
793 NP1 condition was above chance following BA (t1 = 3.27,
794 p < .01; t2 = 20.21, p < .001) and BEI (t1 = 3.40, p < .01;
795 t2 = 3.87, p < .01).
796 Our primary analysis compared the likelihood of correct
797 actions across conditions. Using a logistic mixed-effects
798 model, subjects and items were modeled simultaneously
799 as random effects variables (intercept only). This analysis
800 revealed a significant main effect of Marker (z = 2.60,
801 p < .01) and an interaction between marker and NP1 Status
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839matical roles and generate real-time predictions about the
840identity of the ambiguous pronoun. These findings extend
841patterns found in prior research inGermanand Japanese (Ka-
842mide, Altmann, et al., 2003; Kamide, Scheepers, et al., 2003).
843Curiously, while Mandarin-speaking adults’ actions over-
844whelmingly favor the correct thematic role assignments,
845they were also affected by the relative difficulty with BA
846andBEI in precisely themanner predictedby the Incremental
847Processing Hypothesis. In particular, adults weremore likely
848to interpret BEI incorrectly when they had already commit-
849ted to the role assignment of the expressed noun.
850In Experiment 2, we examined how Mandarin-speaking
851children would perform in this task. Recall that both the
852syntactic and the frequency accounts predict that children
853would experience consistent difficulties with BEI across
854both Expressed NP1 and Pronoun NP1 conditions. In con-
855trast, a cue-based account predicts that the validity of BA
856and BEI should lead to correct role assignments across both
857conditions. Only the Incremental Processing Hypothesis
858predicts that children’s comprehension of BEI should vary
859as a function of the first argument. When BEI is preceded
860by an expressed noun, interpretations should falter. How-
861ever, when it is preceded by a pronoun, they should
862succeed.

863Experiment 2

864Methods

865Participants
866Fifty-seven children (ranging from 5;3 to 5;10, mean age
8675;6) participated in this study. Data from five children were
868not included for further analysis due to a failure to com-
869plete the study or experimenter error. Of the remaining
87052 participants, 26 were in the Expressed NP1 condition
871and 26 were in the Pronoun NP1 condition. All were re-
872c
873w

874P
875

876m

877C
878

879i
880f
881d
882f
883o
884c

885R

886E
887

888s
889u
890t
891w
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z = 2.90, p < .01), but no additional main effect of NP1 Sta-
us (z = 0.98, p > .30). Planned comparisons within the levels
f NP1 Status confirmed that actions in the Expressed NP1
ondition were more accurate with BA compared to BEI
z = 3.36, p < .001). Critically, in the Pronoun NP1 condition,
here were no differences across the two markers (z = 0.29,
> .70).
Finally, follow-up analyses revealed different patterns of

erformance across first- and second-half of the trials. In
he first-half trials, actions in the Expressed NP1 condition
ere more accurate with BA compared to BEI (z = 3.24,
< .01), but this pattern reversed in the Pronoun NP1
ondition (z = 2.02, p < .05). This again led to a significant
nteraction between NP1 Status and Marker (z = 2.90,
< .01) but no additional main effects (p’s > .15). In
ontrast, in the second-half trials, actions were generally
ore accurate with BA compared to BEI, but this difference
id not vary with NP1 status. This led to a significant main
ffect of Marker (z = 2.37, p < .05) but no additional main
ffect or interaction with NP1 status (p’s > .15). A closer
nspection of these patterns revealed that while
erformance generally improved from first- to second-half
rials, they remained curiously unchanged in the Pronoun
P1-BEI condition (78% vs. 76%). One possibility is that
uring the first-half trials, the presence of referential
mbiguity in the Pronoun NP1 conditions eliminated the
gent-first bias, facilitating interpretation of BEI. However,
uring the second-half trials, adult may have actively
ought to resolve the referential ambiguity early in the
tterance, leading to the emergence of an agent-first bias.
ritically, this bias may have improved performance when
P1 was in fact an agent in the Pronoun NP1-BA condition
ut hindered performance when NP1 was a theme in the
ronoun NP1-BEI condition.

iscussion

In Experiment 1, Mandarin-speaking adults rapidly used
he presence of morphosyntactic markers to assign gram-
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
ruited from schools in the greater Beijing metro area and
ere native monolingual Mandarin speakers.

rocedure and materials
The procedure and materials were identical to Experi-

ent 1.

oding
The data were coded in the manner described in Exper-

ment 1. Approximately 0.9% of trials were excluded from
urther analysis due to experimenter error. Missing frames
ue to blinks or looks away accounted for 6.4% of all coded
rames and were also excluded from analysis. First and sec-
nd coding (conducted on 25% of the trials) had 92.8% inter-
oder reliability.

esults

ye-movement data
Children’s eye-movements were analyzed using the

ame dependent measures and analytic strategy that were
sed in the adult analyses. However, before selecting the
ime regions for analysis, we examined whether children
ere as fast to look to referents as adults, by looking at
nt of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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892 how quickly the two groups generated eye-movements to
893 the expressed item (e.g., SEAL) followings onset of the ex-
894 pressed noun (e.g., seal). We reasoned that any delays in
895 restricting reference for the expressed noun would have
896 cascading effects on their assignments of grammatical roles
897 and postpone children’s looks to the likely agent and likely
898 theme. We found that mean latency to shift to the
899 expressed item was 900 ms in adults but 1100 ms in chil-
900 dren Thus to account for this difference, each period was
901 shifted an additional 200 ms (400 ms total) after the rele-
902 vant input in the speech stream. While overall data pattern
903 was the same without this adjustment, the predicted effects
904 were less noisy when this adjustment was made.
905 We first examined children’s looks to the expressed
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Fig. 5. The time-course of children’s likelihood of looking at the expressed
noun in the Expressed NP1 condition and Pronoun NP1 condition. Notes:
BEI is the passive marker and BA is the object marker. Bars indicate
standard error of the mean.
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item. Fig. 5 illustrates that expressed item looks did not dif-
fer following the onset of NP1 (p’s > .20). However following
the onset of NP2, these looks were greater in the Expressed
NP1 condition compared to the Pronoun NP1 condition.
This main effect of NP1 status demonstrates that, like
adults, children were initially more likely to look at the ex-
pressed item when it was mentioned in the instructions
(z = 4.66, p < .001). However, unlike adults, children also
exhibited other differences. Their looks to the expressed
item were greater following BA compared to BEI in the Ex-
pressed NP1 condition, but this pattern reversed in the Pro-
noun NP1 condition. This led to interactions between NP1
status and Marker in the NP2 (z = 8.37, p < .001), adverb
(z = 8.88, p < .001), and verb regions (z = 16.01, p < .001).
These interactions suggest that children’s looks may have
been influenced by a competition between their prefer-
ences for the expressed item versus the inferred object. In
conditions where the referent of the pronoun was a likely
theme (i.e., an entity that was often smaller, less dangerous,
and inanimate), children preferred to look at the expressed
item over the inferred object. However, in conditions where
the referent of the pronoun was a likely agent (i.e., an entity
that was often larger, more dangerous, and animate), chil-
dren preferred to look at the inferred object over the ex-
pressed item instead.
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.
Next we turned to children’s preference for the likely
agent in their eye-movements. Fig. 6 illustrates looks to
the likely agent (e.g. SHARK), plotted as a ratio with looks
to likely theme (e.g. FISH) across regions within the instruc-
tion. These looks did not differ across conditions during the
NP1 and NP2 regions (all p’s > .30). However, following the
onset of the adverb, the predicted differences emerged.
While there were no effects of Marker or NP1 Status (all
p’s > .20), there was a significant interaction between the
two variables (t1 = 3.51, p < .001; t2 = 2.13, p < .05). Planned
comparisons within the levels of NP1 Status revealed that
likely agent preference in the Expressed NP1 condition
was significantly greater following BEI compared to BA
(t1 = 3.24, p < .01; t2 = 2.09, p < .05). In the Pronoun NP1
condition, the means patterned in the opposite direction
as expected, but this difference did not reach statistical sig-
nificance (t1 = 1.72, p < .10; t2 = 1.74, p < .10). This pattern
persisted after the onset of the verb. While there were again
no effects of Marker or NP1 Status (all p’s > .20), there was a
significant interaction between the two variables (t1 = 4.17,
p < .001; t2 = 2.58, p < .05). Planned comparisons revealed
that the likely agent preference in the Expressed NP1 condi-
tion was significantly greater following BEI compared to BA

A

B

Fig. 6. The time-course of children’s preferences for the likely agent (e.g.
SHARK) against the likely theme (e.g. FISH) in the (A) Expressed NP1
condition and (B) Pronoun NP1 condition. Notes: BEI is the passive marker
and BA is the object marker. Bars indicate standard error of the mean.
ent of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
org/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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t1 = 4.03, p < .001; t2 = 2.40, p < .05). In the Pronoun NP1
ondition, this pattern appropriately reversed, with likely
gent preference greater following BA compared to BEI
t1 = 2.03, p < .05; t2 = 1.67, p < .10). Altogether these re-
ults indicate that children, like adults, use morphosyntac-
ic markers to make on-line predictions of grammatical
ole assignments.

ction data
Children’s correct actions were examined using the same

nalyses as those used for adults’ (Fig. 7). First, comparisons
o chance revealed that like adults, children’s performance
ith BA was significantly above chance in the Expressed
P1 (t1 = 6.39, p < .001; t2 = 4.90, p < .001) and Pronoun
P1 conditions (t1 = 3.79, p < .001; t2 = 2.44, p < .05). How-
ver, unlike adults, children’s performance with BEI was no
ifferent from chance in both conditions (p’s > .20). Never-
heless, the comparison across the four cells, showed the
ame pattern of effects that had been present in adults: a
ain effect of Marker (z = 6.88, p < .001) and an interaction
f Marker with NP1 Status (z = 2.50, p < .05), but no addi-
ional effect of NP1 Status (z = 1.07, p > .20). As Fig. 7 illus-
rates, the interaction arose because the relative difficulty
f BEI compared to BAwas smaller in PronounNP1 condition
han theExpressedNP condition. Planned comparisonswith-

C

B

A

ig. 7. Children’s actions in (A) total trials, (B) first-half trials, and (C)
econd-half trials. Notes: BEI is the passive marker and BA is the object
arker.
Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
n the levels of NP1 Status revealed that accuracywas greater
ith BA compared to BEI in the Expressed NP1 (z = 6.46,
< .001) and Pronoun NP1 conditions (z = 3.20, p < .01).
Critically, like adults, follow-up analyses in children re-

ealed different patterns of actions in the first- and sec-
nd-half trials. First-half trials featured a mix of correct
nd reversed actions across all conditions. Comparisons
cross cells confirmed that while children’s actions were
ore accurate with BA compared to BEI in the Expressed
P1 condition (z = 3.13, p < .01), this difference disappeared
n the Pronoun NP1 condition (z = 0.15, p > .80). As with
dults, this led to a main effect of Marker (z = 2.30,
< .05), an interaction between Marker and NP1 Status
z = 2.08, p < .05), but no additional effect of NP1 Status
z = 0.81, p > .40). In contrast, second-half trials featured a
trong preference for correct actions in the BA condition
ut a preference for reversed actions in the BEI condition
resulting in active interpretations for both types of utter-
nces). Comparisons across conditions confirmed a main ef-
ect of Marker (z = 7.25, p < .001), but no additional effect of
P1 status or interaction between the two (p’s > .40). Thus
or the first half of the trials, the children, like the adults
howed the pattern predicted by the incremental process-
ng account: reliably better performance on the BEI trials
han the BA trials, but only in the Expressed NP1 condition
here the agent role can immediately be assigned to a
eferent. In contrast, in the second half of the study, the
hildren settled into a pattern of consisting interpreting
ll of the utterances as if they were active (BA) sentences.

omparison between adults and children
We directly compared performance across the two age

roups through a series of linear (eye-movements) and
ogistic (actions) mixed-effects models. Within each NP1
tatus condition, we listed Morphosyntactic Marker (BA
s. BEI) as a within-subjects variable and Age (adult vs.
hild) as a between-subjects variable. The analysis of eye-
ovements again examined likely agent preferences across
ll trials. However, given the presence of order effects in ac-
ions for both age groups, we focused the analysis of correct
ctions on first-half trials only.
These analyses revealed three patterns of interest. First,

hildren’s eye-movements showed an adult-like proficiency
n distinguishing between the two constructions. During
he adverb region, both groups increased their likely agent
reference following BEI compared to BA in the Expressed
P1 condition. The pattern appropriately reversed in the Pro-
oun NP1 condition. This led to significant main effects of
arker in both the Expressed NP1 (t1 = 3.45, p < .001;

2 = 2.50, p < .05) and Pronoun NP1 conditions (t1 = 2.39,
< .05; t2 = 2.48, p < .05), with no additional effects of Age
r interactions between Age and Marker (p’s > .60). Second,
dults’ actions were generally more accurate than children’s,
eading to main effects of Age in both the Expressed NP1
z = 2.12, p < .05) and Pronoun NP1 conditions (z = 2.08,
< .05). Critically, while both groups were more accurate
ith BA compared to BEI in the Expressed NP1 condition
z = 4.54, p < .001), this difference disappeared in the Pronoun
P1 condition (z = 0.78, p > .40). The absence of interactions
etween Age and Marker (p’s > .20) suggests that for both
dults and children, the passive marker was more difficult
nt of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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to interpret when it required revision of an agent-first bias
but easier when it did not require revision of this role
assignment.

General discussion

In two experiments, we explored the nature of develop-
mental difficulties with passive sentences in English by
examining on-line and off-line interpretation in Mandarin
Chinese. We found that, like adults, children used
morphosyntactic markers to make real-time predictions of
grammatical roles. Even before encountering the verb, chil-
dren’s eye-movement indicated some sensitivity to the
grammatical roles specified by the cues in their language.
Critically, children’s actions also indicated that interpreta-
tions of passives varied with the order of information in
the sentence. Children were more successful when the pas-
sive marker occurred before the first grammatical role could
be assigned to a referent, but struggled when the marker
occurred after an initial role had been assigned to a specific
referent. Finally, in the second-half trials, children’s ten-
dency to misinterpret the passives as actives across both
types of NP1 suggests that their knowledge of BEI may be
more fragile and prone to interference than their knowl-
edge of BA.

The performance of the adults showed many of the same
features, lending additional support to this account. While
adults’ actions were above chance in all conditions, they
also performed more poorly when the passive marker was
preceded by an expressed noun. This demonstrates that
passives were demanding even for a population that has
had extensive experience with this construction. In
contrast, during the first block of trials, both the children
and adults in the Pronoun NP1 condition, performed as well
or better on BEI than they did on BA, suggesting that they
were less likely to prematurely assign the NP1 to the agent
role when they could not immediately identify the referent.
These results are difficult to explain under a syntactic com-
plexity or frequency-based account, since both theories pre-
dict uniform difficulties with passives. Similarly, a cue-
based account fails to explain why children continue to
struggle when role assignments are predicted by what has
been found to be a highly reliable cue (Li et al., 1993; see
Mandarin passives and cue-based accounts for more a de-
tailed discussion of this account).

Instead, these findings are most consistent with an
Incremental Processing Hypothesis, where children’s diffi-
culties with the comprehension of passives stem from a
tendency to rapidly assign grammatical roles coupled with
a subsequent failure to revise these interpretations. In
reaching this conclusion, we are not implying that syntactic
complexity, frequency, and cue validity do not affect lan-
guage comprehension and development. The evidence that
they do is overwhelming (Bates et al., 1984; Gibson, 1998;
Gordon et al., 2001;MacWhinney et al., 1984, 1985; Warren
& Gibson, 2002). In fact, models of incremental processing
typically incorporate notions such as cue reliability and fre-
quency (MacDonald et al., 1994; Trueswell & Gleitman,
2004; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). Our data simply dem-
onstrate that language comprehension, in both adult and

children, is also influenced by the degree to which these 1155

Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignm
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.
cues are available in real time to make referential
commitments.

In the remainder of this discussion, we will focus on
three additional issues related to these findings. First, we
consider whether children’s patterns of interpretation re-
flected features of our task that may have been pragmati-
cally infelicitous. Second, we will address a possible
tension between what was revealed through children’s
eye-movements versus their actions. Third, we will turn
our attention specifically to cue-based accounts and discuss
how the current results compare with prior work in this
tradition.

Can discourse infelicity explain children’s actions?

We have argued that comprehension of passive sen-
tences is difficult when it requires listeners to revise an ini-
tial role assignment. However, it is possible that the
patterns we observed were instead driven by features of
our task that were pragmatically infelicitous. Here we con-
sider two versions of this hypothesis.

One possibility is that sentences in the Expressed NP1
condition violated the communicative tendency to place
older, more given information earlier in a sentence and
newer information later (Chafe, 1976; Gundel, 1974; Rein-
hart, 1982; van Kuppevelt, 1996). These trials instead fea-
tured an expressed noun (a new entity) occurring before
the pronoun (a reduced form referring to a prior anteced-
ent). It may be that adults were able to overcome this prag-
matic infelicity, but children – who are less experienced
with language use – were not. On this account, children
performed better in the Pronoun NP1 condition because
these sentences obeyed the tendency for given information
to appear first.

We see two reasons to reject this account of our data.
First, there was no evidence in our study to suggest that
participants experienced more difficulty with Expressed
NP1 sentences. In both adults and children, overall accuracy
of the actions in the Pronoun NP1 and Expressed NP1 con-
ditions were comparable (there were no main effects of
NP1 status). Second, an account appealing to variations in
the information structure fails to explain the interaction be-
tween NP1 status and morphosyntactic marker. It offers no
explanation for why children’s (and adult’s) difficulties in
the Expressed NP1 condition were isolated to the BEI utter-
ances. In contrast, an account appealing to incremental role
assignments correctly predicts that performance was best
in the Expressed NP1-BA condition (where early commit-
ment facilitates interpretation), worse in the Expressed
NP1-BEI condition (where early commitment hinders inter-
pretation) and intermediate in both cells of the Pronoun
NP1 condition (where early commitment is blocked by ref-
erential uncertainty).

A second possibility is that children’s ability to interpret
passives depends on the salience of the pronoun in the sen-
tence. Since passives are typically used to highlight the
theme relative to the agent (Creider, 1979; Johnson-Laird,
1968; Williams, 1977), it is possible that placing the pro-
noun in topic (NP1) position facilitated inferences about
its identity. In contrast, children may have had difficulties
inferring the referent when the pronoun occurs in non-topic
ent of grammatical roles in the online processing of Mandarin pas-
org/10.1016/j.jml.2013.08.002
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NP2) position. This explains why children were successful
ith BEI in the Pronoun NP1 condition but not in the Ex-
ressed NP1 condition.
Yet other features of children’s performance are unad-

ressed by this account. First, if children were having diffi-
ulty assigning a referent to the pronoun in the Expressed
P1-BEI condition, then we might expect them to make
ore errors in which they dropped this argument
ltogether and acted solely on the expressed noun. But
hese errors were actually more common in the Pronoun
P1-BEI condition. Second, difficulty resolving the pronoun
ails to account for the specificity of children’s errors in the
xpressed NP1-BEI condition. Of all the things they could
ave done, their mistakes almost always involved the ex-
ressed item (e.g., SEAL) as an agent, acting upon a likely
heme (e.g., FISH).

he relationship between children’s online processing and
ffline actions

At first glance, the results of children’s eye-movement
nd action analyses may seem to tell different stories. Recall
hat in the Expressed NP1 condition, children’s actions re-
ealed correct interpretations when the expressed noun
as followed by BA but incorrect interpretations when it
as followed by BEI. These results suggest that they had
isanalyzed the expressed noun as an agent rather than a

heme. Nevertheless, children’s eye-movements had indi-
ated that they correctly distinguished BA and BEI following
he onset of the adverb. They generated appropriate looks
o the likely theme following BA and sustained their looks
o the likely agent following BEI. This raises the question:
hy would children initially predict the correct referent
f the pronoun, but subsequently misinterpret the role
ssignment of passive sentences?
One possibility is that children’s eye-movements and

ctions are reflecting different underlying processes. Chil-
ren may be sensitive to correct role assignments in their
n-line processing but are unable to recruit this informa-
ion to plan their actions. Asymmetries of this kind are
ell-documented in developmental research. For example,
tudies of object perception have found that 3-month-olds
ook longer to a display where a rolling ball appears to
ass through a solid wall (Baillargeon, 1993; Spelke, Brein-
inger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992). This suggests an
arly sensitivity to violations of physical laws. However,
ther studies have found less robust knowledge in mea-
ures of children’s actions. When presented with a rolling
all that is stopped by a wall, 3-year-olds have difficulty
electing the final position of the ball (Berthier, DeBlois,
oirier, Novak, & Clifton, 2000; Butler, Bertheir, & Clifton,
002). Rather than using the location of the wall as a
ue, they guess at random. This suggests that there may
e a period when children’s implicit knowledge of physics
oes not inform their subsequent actions. Similar patterns
ave also been found in other domains such as the devel-

pment of theory of mind (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005;
immer & Perner, 1983). This leaves open the possibility

hat there is a similar trajectory in children’s interpreta-
ion of the passive construction.

M

i
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Alternatively, it is possible that children’s eye-move-
ents and actions are reflecting the same underlying pro-
esses. In the Expressed NP1 condition, children may
nitially interpret NP1 as the agent and commit to an anal-
sis in which the pronoun is a theme in both the BA and BEI
rials. However, during the adverb and verb time windows,
hildren may use their knowledge of BEI to partially revise
his commitment, resulting in more likely agent looks in the
EI trials compared to BA trials. In fact, the children’s
ctions, particularly in the first half of the study, indicate
hat they are using their knowledge of the passive marker
o override this commitment and successfully interpret
he BEI sentences some of the time. After all, if absolutely
o revision had occurred, children should have produced
he same kinds of actions on the BEI trials as they did on
he BA trials, making NP1 the agent 3.5 times as often as
P2. Instead they showed a slightly preference for actions
n which NP2 served as the agent.

However, one possible objection to this account is that it
ails to explain why we did not find a smaller eye-move-
ressed NP1 condition (where revision is necessary but
ncomplete) than we did in the Pronoun NP1 condition
where revision is unnecessary), see Fig. 6. Recall, however,
hat our analyses of children’s eye-movements focused on
ooks to the likely agent. Since this measure has no logical
r normative baseline, any differences across conditions
ould reflect knowledge of either both markers or one but
ot the other. In contrast, the analyses of children’s actions
ocused on correct interpretations. This measure is norma-
ive and identifies errors relative to an expected pattern.
hus it provides additional information about children’s
erformance across conditions. In particular, it suggests
hat patterns in the Expressed NP1 condition reflect an
bility to correctly interpret BA but an inability to consis-
ently interpret BEI. In contrast, in the Pronoun NP1 condi-
ion, children show systematic interpretation of both
arkers.
Critically, children’s actions can also be recoded as a

reference for the likely agent. This would correspond to
he proportion of all transitive actions that involved the
ikely agent and expressed item (as opposed to those that
nvolved the likely theme and the expressed item). In the
xpressed NP1 condition, the difference in likely agent pref-
rence across markers is calculated as correct actions fol-
owing BEI (43%/43% + 54% = 44%) minus reverse actions
ollowing BA (20%/78% + 20% = 20%), resulting in a differ-
nce of 24%. In the Pronoun NP1 condition, this difference
s calculated as correct actions following BA (66%/66%
30% = 68%) minus reverse actions following BEI (44%/
9% + 44% = 47%), resulting in a difference of 21%. Thus,
hen actions and eye-movements are coded in the same
ay, comparisons across markers reveal that in both cases,
ifferences in likely agent preference are no greater in the
ronoun NP1 condition than they are in the Expressed
P1 condition.
1270andarin passives and cue-based accounts

1271Our results introduce a tension with prior work on the
1272nterpretation of morphosyntactic markers in Mandarin.
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1273 Recall that Li, Bates, and MacWhinney (1993) asked adults
1274 to select ‘‘the doer of the action” and found greater accu-
1275 racy in the use BEI to inform role assignments (construing
1276 NP2 as the agent 80% of the time) compared to BA (con-
1277 struing NP2 as the theme 70% of the time). Li, Bates, and
1278 MacWhinney (1993) attribute the more limited effects of
1279 BA to the existence of phonologically-similar markers (to
1280 indicate questions or hesitation) and to the interaction of
1281 BA with word order constraints. Critically, this contrasts
1282 with our finding that adults were sometimes as likely to
1283 produce correct actions with BEI and BA (in the Pronoun
1284 NP1 condition) and were sometimes less likely to produce
1285 correct actions with BEI compared to BA (in the Expressed
1286 NP1 condition).
1287 Comparisons of the two studies highlight two important
1288 methodological differences. First, the current study adopted
1289 a task where participants’ role assignments were measured
1290 implicitly by their resolution of a referential ambiguity
1291 (who is ‘‘it” in the sentence?). In contrast, Li, Bates, and
1292 MacWhinney (1993) adopted a task which relied on partic-
1293 ipants’ explicit metalinguistic judgments (who is the agent
1294 in the sentence?). Critically, performance in this judgment
1295 task may have been affected by the instructions: Since par-
1296 ticipants were asked to find the agent, they may have found
1297 the task easier in sentences where the onset of the cue (BEI)
1298 signaled that the agent was about to appear. In contrast, if
1299 the task had been to find the theme, participants might have
1300 been more accurate for BA instead. A second methodologi-
1301 cal difference is that Li et al. (1993) used a speeded task
1302 and a blocked design. During pilot testing, they found that
1303 adults had difficulty shifting between BEI and BA trials
1304 and the randomized presentation of the two caused confu-
1305 sion. This raises the possibility that participants in their
1306 study tended to adopt judgment strategies like the one
1307 described above, which might promote rapid responding
1308 in a blocked design but would result in more errors when
1309 trials are intermixed.
1310 These considerations suggest that Li et al. (1993) may
1311 have overestimated the cue strength of BEI and underesti-
1312 mated the cue strength of BA. If so, this eliminates the
1313 obvious difference between our findings and the predic-
1314 tions of a cue-based account and raises the question of
1315 whether such an account could, in principle, explain the
1316 current results. To do so, the cue-based account would
1317 have to have two features. First, it would have to predict
1318 that the cue strength of BEI would be less than the cue
1319 strength of BA. As discussed, on cue-based accounts the
1320 accuracy of thematic role assignment depends on cue
1321 validity which is a function of both cue reliability and
1322 cue frequency. Our own corpus analysis (see Introduc-
1323 tion) found that while both BA and BEI were highly reli-
1324 able cues to role assignment, BA was more frequent.
1325 Thus it is conceivable that as cue-based account could cap-
1326 ture the main effect of marker. Second, a successful cue-
1327 based account would have to capture the effects of pro-
1328 nominalization on thematic role assignment. One possible

1329hypothesis is that prominalization might be a cue to agen-
1330tivity. Pronouns are typically given information, given
1331information is more likely to occur in subject position
1332and, since active constructions are more common in Man-
1333darin than passive constructions, subjects are more likely
1334to be agents than themes (see Can discourse infelicity ex-
1335plain children’s actions? for a discussion on the discourse
1336function of pronouns). However, this hypothesis is incon-
1337sistent with the observed data pattern. If pronominaliza-
1338tion was a cue to agentivity, then we would expect the
1339performance difference between BA and BEI to be most
1340pronounced Pronoun NP1 conditions (where both promi-
1341nalization and the agent-first strategy would favor BA)
1342and least pronounced in the Expressed NP1 condition
1343(where prominalization should work against the agent-
1344first strategy). Instead the opposite pattern was found.
1345While this pattern could be consistent with a cue-based
1346account which treats pronominalization as a valid cue to
1347themehood, there is limited empirical evidence to support
1348this analysis (Li & Thompson, 1981; Yang et al., 2003).

1349Conclusion

1350This study examined the causes of children’s difficulties
1351with passives by examining this construction in Mandarin
1352Chinese. We considered four possible accounts for why
1353children initially make errors with passives. The syntactic
1354account argues that early on, children do not have the
1355relevant grammar to interpret passives (Borer & Wexler,
13561987, 1992). The frequency account argues that in a
1357language like English, children lack the relevant experience
1358with this construction (Brooks & Tomasello, 1999; Demuth,
13591989). A cue-based account suggests that in a language like
1360English, children are not given strong and unambiguous
1361cues to the passive construction (Bates & MacWhinney,
13621987, 1989). Finally, the Incremental Processing Hypothesis
1363proposes that the interpretation of passives is difficult
1364when it requires children to revise an earlier commitment
1365to a role assignment (Trueswell & Gleitman, 2004). We
1366conclude that our data support the Incremental Processing
1367Hypothesis. In this way, these results highlight ways in
1368which the moment-to-moment changes that occur during
1369language processing can provide a window onto the year-
1370to-year changes that occur during language acquisition.
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A. Appendix

List of objects and sentences for the critical trials.

1. Cat (expressed noun), dog (likely agent), mouse (likely theme)
Expressed NP1: Cat BA/BEI it quickly scare

小貓 把 (被) 它 很 快地 嚇住了

The cat is quickly scaring it (scared by it)
Pronoun NP1: It BA/BEI cat quickly scare

它 把 (被) 小貓 很 快地 嚇住了

It is quickly scaring the cat (scared by the cat)

2. Child (expressed noun), Father (likely agent), Toy (likely theme)
Expressed NP1: Child BA/BEI it carefully lift

孩子 把 (被) 它 小心地 舉起來

The child is carefully lifting it (lifted by it)
Pronoun NP1: It BA/BEI child carefully lift

它 把 (被) 孩子 小心地 舉起來

It is carefully lifting the child (lifted by the child)
3. Rabbit (expressed noun), Fox (likely agent), Carrot (likely theme)
Expressed NP1: Rabbit BA/BEI it slowly eat

兔子 把 (被) 它 慢慢地 吃光了

The rabbit is slowly eating it (eaten by it)
Pronoun NP1: It BA/BEI rabbit slowly eat

它 把 (被) 兔子 慢慢地 吃光了

It is slowly eating the rabbit (eaten by the rabbit)
4. Rock (expressed noun), Hammer (likely agent), Egg (likely theme)
Expressed NP1: Rock BA/BEI it loudly smash

石頭 把 (被) 它 大聲地 砸碎了

The rock is loudly smashing it (smashed by it)
Pronoun NP1: It BA/BEI rock loudly smash

它 把 (被) 石頭 大聲地 砸碎了

It is loudly smashing the rock (smashed by the
rock)

5. Firefighter (expressed noun), Helicopter (likely agent), Child (likely theme)
Expressed NP1: Firefighter BA/BEI it quickly rescue

消防員 把 (被) 它 很快地 救出來

The firefighter is happily rescuing it (rescued by it)
Pronoun NP1: It BA/BEI firefighter quickly rescue

它 把 (被) 消防員 很快地 救出來

It is happily rescuing the firefighter (rescued by the firefighter)
6. Boy (expressed noun), Horse (likely agent), Ball (likely theme)

it)
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Expressed NP1: Boy
男孩

The boy is gently kicking it (kicked by
Pronoun NP1: It

它

It is gently kicking the boy (kicked by
7. Dog (expressed noun), Hunter (likely agent), Rabbit (like
Expressed NP1: Dog

小狗

The dog is slowly chasing it (chased by
Pronoun NP1: It

它

It is slowly chasing the dog (chased by
ions of this work have been presented at the 33rd annual m

Please cite this article in press as: Huang, Y. T., et al. Children’s assignme
sive sentences. Journal of Memory and Language (2013), http://dx.doi.org
BA/BEI it gently kick
把 (被) 它 輕柔地 踢了一

腳

BA/BEI boy gently kick
把 (被) 男孩 輕柔地 踢了一

腳

boy)
theme)

BA/BEI it slowly chase
把 (被) 它 慢慢地 追趕著

BA/BEI dog slowly chase
把 (被) 小狗 慢慢地 追趕著

e dog)

(continued on next page)
1380eeting of the Boston University Conference on Language
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